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SENIOR

SPEAKERS

Seniors Select
Class Speakers
Sterling, Lazure, Kelley,
Sawyer, Haseltine Chosen

GLEE CLUBS PLAN
SPRING CONCERTS
Professor Manton to Direct Program
— Roland Partridge to Give Solo—
Community Church Scene of En
tertainment

June 12 to 15 Date of 61st Commence
The University glee clubs assisted
ment Exercises— Ivy to be
by Professor Roland E. Partridge will
Planted at Murkland
give their spring concert at the Com
munity house on the night of Thurs
President Albert Lazure of the day, May 28, 1931, at 8.15 P. M. A fter
Senior class has been chosen to give the pronounced successes of the glee
the address of welcome which will clubs at the Lyceum course, and at
open the 61st annual commencement Manchester, where they gained the
exercises to be held here during the highest praise from critics, this
second week in June.
should prove a musical event of im
Lazure, whose residence is in Ber portance on the campus.
lin, has been prominent in campus
Mr. Partridge needs no introduction
activities.
He is president of the to Durham audiences, for he has
Athletic association, president of the proved his worth as an outstanding
Intercollegiate winter sports union, soloist before critical audiences in
president of Scabbard and Blade, past Boston, Pittsburgh and other cities.
president of Pi Kappa Alpha frater It is not often that glee clubs can
nity, and a member of Blue Key. In have as assisting artists members of
addition to this he has been engaged their own faculty and Mr. Partridge’s
in athletics and has been awarded musicianly interpretations of both his
varsity letters in three sports.
own groups and those as soloist with
The class history will be given by the clubs should prove a rare treat
Genevieve Kelley of Lincoln. She is to music lovers.
a member of Book and Scroll, honor
The program will contain unusual
ary literary society, Alpha Chi Omega choral numbers and probably Profes
social sorority, and has served on the sor Manton’s new chorus, which has
University social committee during just been published, Route Step
the past two seasons.
(France 1918), for mixed voices and
The class will will be presented by which pictures a night march into the
William C. Sterling, of New London, front lines. Mr. Manton served with
a member of Alpha Tau Omega social the second division in the Marine
fraternity, and past president of the corps during the World War. It is
Outing club.
likewise possible that Mr. Partridge
The address to the faculty and will sing for the first time Mr. Man
alumni will be given by Edward J. ton’s new solo song, In Memoriam,
Haseltine, of Reed’s Ferry. In ad the text by Alan Seeger, which is
dition to being a member of the un again colored by the impressions of
defeated varsity debating team, he has those stormy days from 1914-i918. The
been varsity cheerleader, president definite program will be published in
of Mask and Dagger, and a member subsequent issues.
of Tau Kappa Alpha. He is a mem
ber of the Kappa Sigma social fra 
KAPPA DELTA PI INITIATES
ternity.
FOUR AT MONDAY MEETING
The Ivy oration will be presented
by J. Raymond Sawyer, of Plymouth,
likewise a member of the varsity de
bating team, manager of varsity track,
past president of the Phi Mu Delta
social fraternity, and a member of
Blue Key.
Two presentations of the spring
term Mask and Dagger production
“ The Perfect Alibi” will be given
at the Murkland auditorium in con
junction with the commencement ac
tivities.
The climaxing social event of the
year will be the Commencement ball
which will be held Friday evening,
June 12th. The following day will
be set aside for the annual class day
activities. The annual senior banquet
will culminate the day’s activities.

Soda Fountain

Professor Justin O. Wellman spoke
at a meeting of the Hillsboro Parent
Teachers’ association Tuesday eve
ning.
Mary Wilmot, Loretta Bannon, A l
thea Chase, Secretary of the Depart
ment of education, and Philip Bur
lingame were initiated into Kappa
Delta Pi, the honorary educational so
ciety, in Smith Hall Monday evening.
At this meeting Professor Wellman
gave a report of the sixth annual con
ference of the Eastern States asso
ciation of Professional schools for
teachers.
June Carr has accepted a position
as teacher of English and History of
civilization in Groveton, N. H.
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Your Senior Cane?

Price Ten Cents

Issu e d

FOR CLASS DAY

WILLIAM C. STERLING
Class Will

ALBERT C. LAZURE
Address of Welcome

Have You Ordered

NOTICE
Every senior is requested to
get his cane and caps and
gowns at the College shop as
soon as possible.
The senior
cane is ready on display in the
show window.
All orders for
caps and gowns must be in by
tomorrow evening.

EDWARD J. HASELTINE
Faculty and Alumni Address

1931 Class Adopts
New Constitution
Revised Plan Requires
Male Acting Secretary

EXERCISES
J. RAYMOND SAW YER
Ivy Orator

SPHINX TO BECOME
THIRD Y E A R SOCIETY
Change from Sophomore to Junior
Organization Made at Recent
Meeting— Present Officers Will
Remain During Ensuing
Year

Seniors Complete
Plans for Fund
Committee Starts Drive
for Annual Class Pledges

New Plan Adopted by Seniors for
Document Accepted as Submitted by
Collecting Scholarship Endow
At a recent meeting of Sphinx it
Special Committee — Lewis,
ment— Committee in Charge
was decided to change the society, the
Gates, Dodge, and Crosby
of Rex Dean
honorary sophomore organization, to
Aw >1?
Members of Body
a junior organization. The officers of
In accordance with the precedent
this society will remain in office
At a meeting of the senior class throughout the ensuing year. They established in 1922, the senior class
held on Thursday, April 30, a con are: John Holt, president; Robert has started its campaign for contri
On Sunday, June 14, at 10.45 a. m.,
stitution drawn up by a special com Hadley, vice-president; Charles Daw butions to the class scholarship fund.
the 61st annual Baccalaureate service
mittee consisting of Allen I. Lewis, son, secretary; Phillip Thomas, treas The plan adopted this year is for
will be held at the gymnasium at
members taking out insurance to as
chairman, Elizabeth A. Gates, Thel urer.
which time, Bishop William Franklin
sign a certain amount of the divi
ma L. Dodge, and Ralph Crosby was
The present members of this or
Anderson, D. D., LI. D., of Boston will
New Hampshire Students
dends toward the fund. Those who
submitted
and
accepted.
ganization include Stewart L. Chalspeak. The following day William
Place Second in Country The constitution follows the gen oner and Harvey A. Clark, Lambda do not insure will be approached as
Oxley Thompson, D. D., LI. D., of
eral form and content of the consti Chi Alpha; Charles Dawson and Mal pledges, as in the past. The insur
Columbus, Ohio, will address the 270
Carl Rodney Strom’s “ Nodturne,’ tutions of previous classes. There is colm Beverstock, Theta Chi; Kendall ance company with which the mem
members of the senior class who at
George Abbe’s “ In Retrospect,”
one outstanding innovation, however. Murray and Penn French, Sigma A l bers are expected to insure is the
that time will close their official re
Barbara Barnaby’s “ Mountain
The change occurs in Article 5, Sec pha Epsilon; Forrest A. Smith and Mutual Benefit company of Manches
lations with this university.
Burial,” and Ruth Dodge’s
tion I, where it states that the sec Robert F. Baker, Alpha Gamma Rho; ter. Charles G. Platt, ’23, is the rep
Bishop Anderson was born in Mor
“ Winter Afternoon” Se
retary shall be a male member of the Fred Clark and Robert Stark, Theta resentative.
gantown, West Virginia, (then V ir
As the present senior class has a
lected by Harpers’
class. The committee made the change Upsilon Omega; John C. Whicher and
ginia) April 22, 1860. He attended
to guard against any possibility of Harold R. Derby, Pi Kappa Alpha; fairly large sum already in the
West Virginia university, but did not
The recent publication of Harper’s a WOman secretary marrying a non- Richard Turcott and John Pike, A l treasury, it is not expected that
graduate from this institution, leaving
Anthology of the Best College Verse ^ ew Hampshire man and then not at- pha Kappa Pi; Kenneth Varney and pledges will be as heavy as in pre
there at the end of his junior year.
vious years. The reason for the in
fo r 1931 reveals that the University tending the class reunions.
Robert Hadley, Alpha Tau Omega;
From there he went to Ohio Wesleyan
of New Hampshire stands high in the
The text of the constitution fol Henry R. Gibbons and Kenneth White, surance system being adopted is that
university and received his A. B. de poetry world of American universities.
lows in full: “ We, the class of 1931 Phi Mu Delta; John Holt and James in former classes the pledge system
gree from there in 1884. Since then
More than thirty-eight hundred con of the University of New Hampshire, M. Prentice, Kappa Sigma; Carrol has not been successful. When the
he has received degrees from many
tributions were sent in from two hun Durham, N. H., in order to secure a Jackson and Willard Phelps, Delta time came around for the presenta
of the leading institutions. He is a
dred
and
forty-eight
American permanent and unified class organiza Epsilon Pi; Andrew J. Garneau and tion of the $3,000 endowment fund
member of Beta Tau Beta social fra  colleges. Out of these were chosen
tion, do hereby establish this consti Eugene G. Gormley, Theta Kappa at a class reunion, the fund could be
ternity and also a member of Phi Beta
presented in name only,' not enough
two hundred and forty-five poems tution.
Phi; John G. Parker and John H.
Kappa, honorary scholastic fraternity. representing one hundred and thirtypledges having lived up to their
Article
1.
Name.
The
name
of
Worthen,
Delta
Sigma
Chi;
Lloyd
Bishop Anderson has contributed a
six colleges. A close study of the this organization shall be the “ Class Wells and Phillip Thomas, Phi Delta pledges to make the sum equal
great deal to the religious press and
book shows that only one college has of 1931 of the University of New Upsilon; and Harry R. Mushlin and $3,000.
has written several books.
Serving on the ’31 scholarship en
more contributors than New Hamp Hampshire.”
Richard A. LaMarche, non-fraternity
Dr. William Oxley Thompson, who shire. Bryn Mawr with five contribu
dowment committee are Rex Dean
Article 2. Membership. Section 1. men.
is to give the Commencement address tors leads in this respect, closely
(chairman), Beatrice Philbrook, Ma
All persons who graduate with the
at 10.30 a. m., June 15, was born in followed by New Hampshire, Iowa
rion Berquist, Helen Daggett, Thel
Class of 1931 may be enrolled as
Cambridge, Ohio, November 5, 1855. State,
ma Dodge, John Shea, Keith Burdett,
W ILDCAT LACROSSE TEAM
Dartmouth,
University
of members of this organization.
He went to Muskingum college and Michigan, RadclifFe, Wellesley, and
LOSES TO HARVARD J-VEES Edward Hazeltine, Francis Robin
Section 2. The Class may elect at
graduated from there with the class Yale with four contributors, each
son, and Harry Caldwell.
any time honorary members, such
of 1878. Later he went to Western
Support of the class scholarship
Carl Rodney Strom’s “ Nocturne” ; members not to have the right of
Playing in a torrent of rain which
Theological seminary and received his George Abbe’s “ In Retrospect” ; Bar
endowment
fund is scheduled for each
suffrage.
made footing both treacherous and
degree from there in 1882. He was bara Barnaby’s “ Mountain Burial” ;
Article 3. Suffrage. All members dangerous, the Wildcat lacrosse team class graduating from the University
appointed president of Longmont and Ruth Dodge’s “ Winter A fter
of the Class shall be entitled to vote suffered a 9-1 defeat Saturday at the from 1922 to 1940. The reason for
(Colorado) college in 1885. In 1891 noon” were the poems from New
this is explained in a bulletin of the
at all meetings.
hands of the Harvard Junior varsity
he was made president of Miami uni Hampshire published by Jessie RehArticle 4. Active Officers. The ac on the field of the Harvard business Alumni association: “ Memorial field
versity and remained there until 1899. der, editor of the anthology.
was constructed through pledges of
tive officers of this organization shall school at Cambridge.
A t that time he was given the posi
members of the classes from 1871
According to the editor, the book be a President, Vice President, Sec
During
the
first
half
of
the
game
tion of president of Ohio state uni is representative, not in a geographic
through 1921. It seemed particular
retary, and Treasurer.
, the Wildcats held their own and kept ly appropriate to connect the future
versity, which he held for 26 years. sense, but in the sense of presenting
Article 5. Eligibility to Office. All j
score fairly even, Butson scoring
Since 1925 he has been president emer work that differed in subjects or in
members of the Class shall be eligible the only point for New Hampshire in classes with the work of these first
itus of the last named university. His methods of handling subjects. Con
to the office of President, Vice Presi the early part of the period. At the 51 classes of New Hampshire college,
present home is in Columbus, Ohio. sequently, it is of extreme interest
dent, and Treasurer. All male mem beginning of the second half the Crim who pledged an average of $34.32 per
individual. Memorial field is dedi
to lovers and students of poetry.
bers of the Class shall be eligible to son netted six shots in rapid succes
cated to the names of eighteen New
In speaking of the publication, the office of Secretary.
sion in a fast attack on the Wildcat Hampshire college men who died in
Christopher Morley, famous American
Article 6. Election of Officers. Sec goal. This was largely due to the
DRAMATIC SOCIETY
the service o f their country. A c
ELECTS OFFICERS essayist, novelist, and poet, says: “ So tion 1. The active officers of the Class Wildcats trying a man to man de cordingly, a plan of eighteen (18)
this book to the sensitive reader, is elected for the year 1930-31, with the
fense with which they had had no class scholarships to be raised by the
a college of youth, of imperishable exception of the Secretary, shall hold
previous experience. By the middle eighteen classes to be graduated from
Bernard J. Alpers Chosen President youth. In these pages they will be
office for two years after graduation. of the half the field was so wet and
of Mask and Dagger; Robert
New Hamphire State, beginning with
‘for ever panting and for ever young.’ The Secretary, who must be a male
slippery that the game was ended fif 1922, seemed to be the most logical
Ayers, Vice President; Ruth
Good hunting! and may they find those member of the Class, shall be elected
teen minutes early.
Winterton, Secretary; and
connecting link between the former
thoughtful readers they deserve, read before graduation. These offices shall
In general the Harvard men handled classes and those to come.”
Barron Rogers,
ers who can give themselves the fun be filled at the regular meeting on
their rackets better than the New
Treasurer
This program, undertaken by the
of discovering where these young the first official reunion in June of
Hampshire men and showed the re Alumni association, will provide an
brothers and sisters have said their 1933. Election thereafter be held at
sults of more experience and practice. ultimate trust fund in excess of
At a recent meeting of Mask and word in their own fresh way.”
intervals of five years.
As far as speed and power were con $54,000. The methods to be used in
Copies of the book can be procured
Section 2. Candidates receiving a cerned the Wildcats were the equal
Dagger, honorary dramatic society,
giving out these scholarships will d if
within
a
short
time
if
those
desiring
majority vote of the members pres if not superior to John Harvard.
Bernard J. Alpers, ’32, was elected
fer radically from former scholarship
them
will
place
their
orders
with
C.
ent for an office shall be declared
president of that organization for the
methods. All of the eighteen schol
M.
Walker,
local
agent
for
the
pub
elected to that office.
following year. Other officers elected
arships will be open to both men and
lication.
Article 7. Duties of Officers. Sec INSPECTION TRIP TAKEN
at the same meeting were, vice-presi
women and to either those resident
tion 1. The President shall preside at
dent, Robert Ayers, ’32; secretary,
BY ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS within or without the state. They
all meetings and shall perform all
Ruth Winterton, ’33; and treasurer, MU ALPHA OF CHI OMEGA
will not be limited to athletes alone,
Barron Rogers, ’32.
HOSTESS AT TERM FORMAL duties ordinarily resident in his o f
Monday several electrical engineers and it is to be hoped that the re
fice. He shall appoint all officers and
During the meeting the names of
traveled to the vicinity of Boston on cipients will be men and women stu
committees except where otherwise
eligible candidates for membership
Sixty guests were entertained at
an inspection trip. They visited the dents who are contributing something
were brought up and the following the spring formal dance of the local stipulated. In case of inability of any General Electric company at Lynn, worth while to the University through
were elected: honorary members, chapter of Chi Omega, held Satur officer to carry out properly the du the Fore River shipbuilding company scholarly achievement as well as
ties of his office, the President shall at Quincy, and the plant of the Edi
Mrs. George White and Miss Char day evening, at the sorority house.
through athletic accomplishments.
lotte Thompson, assistant librarian
Mrs. John Smith, Mrs. Gertrude appoint a member to this office until son electrical illuminating company
emeritus; active members, Evelyn McClintock, and Mr. and Mrs. John the next meeting.
at Weymouth. The group returned
INITIATION NOTICE
Section 2. The Vice President shall Tuesday.
Huse, ’31; Ruth Paul, ’32; Florence S. Elliot acted as chaperones.
Baker, ’32; Edward Dawson, ’34;
The house was decorated with pink assist the President in his duties and
Omega chapter of Alpha Gamma
Wednesday the electrical engineers
James H. Hayes, ’32; Thomas Pin- and white spring flowers, and pink shall act in the capacity of President will have an opportunity to hear Mr. Rho takes pleasure in announcing the
gree, ’33; Roger Hunt, ’33; Dixon roses, the gift of Mrs. John S. Elliot, in the absence of that officer.
Keay, salesmanager of the New initiation of the following men: Fred
Section 3. The Secretary shall re England gas and electric company. Blaisdell, ’33, Orion Bickford, ’34,
Turcott, ’33; Kenneth W. Sawtelle, a patroness.
’33; Warren Pike, ’33; Robert Ives,
Music was furnished by Meserve’s cord the minutes of all meetings. He He will talk on the sales end of the Howard Prince, ’34, Charles Mono’32; and Robert Main, ’33.
(Continued on Page 3)
han, ’34, Basil Markos, ’34.
Melody Boys of Dover.
electrical world.
Doctor Thompson to Deliver Com
mencement Address at Exercises
g
June 14— Was President of Ohio
A >l/.A>K
State University for 26
Years

University Poets
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THE SPHINX

SPEAKS

With the election of John Holt to
the presidency of the former sopho
more society which was called Sphinx
(and is still called Sphinx), this si
lent organization has resolved to make
itself heard. Quite characteristic of
its name the society said nothing and
did nothing during the past year. The
Quaker meetings, however, have now
become veritable Commons riots.
The society has voted to become a
junior organization and, with re
doubled efforts and ambitions, the
present members have vowed to make
its prestige equal to that of its broth
er organization on the Dartmouth
campus.
Sphinx, which is representative of
fraternity and non-fraternity men on
the campus, has been and is deter
mined to be a powerful organization.
A scholarship has been voted which
will be given to some deserving in
coming freshman. By this move the
sincerity of the newly organized
Sphinx cannot be doubted.
The wagon-load of men, blankets,
and cots which toured the Durham
streets last week-end was not a clam
bake or a picnic party but the Sphinx
who turned out in a body to help pro
vide rest ( ? ) facilities for the visit
ing schoolboys. The question mark
after rest is justified if one could but
see some of the stretchers issued to
be used as beds.
The Sphinx representatives of the
various fraternities met the visiting
teams staying at their houses and did
their best to keep the boys from be
coming homesick. Whether the visit
ing teams have been “ signed up” or
“ sewed up” — take your choice— is not
definitely known as yet. Next year
will tell the story.
In spite of the numerous black eyes
and slams handed the Sphinx we ex
pect the organization under the new
management of the juniors to attain
a position of influence and distinction
on the campus.
D. S. K.

COUNCIL OF A. W. S. MEETS
TO REVISE CONSTITUTION

Friday night the council of the as
sociation of women students held its
second meeting to revise the rules and
regulations for 1931-32. Those pres
ent were Yora Flanders, Gertrude
Chamberlain, Conradine Bowen, Alice
Towle, Ruth Paul, and Nancy Meehan
of the new council and Florence Gor
don and Carol Rudd of the old.
Dean DeMeritt, Miss Elizabeth Saw
yer, and Miss Marion Smith are to be
guests of honor at a dinner tonight
given by the old council and the new
at Gray Tower Motor inn in Roches
ter. The dinner will be held after
the installation of officers at the regu
lar meeting of the association.

A recent report by William W.
Shirley, librarian at the University
library, shows that the University stu
dents are taking full advantage of
the classic literature which the library
offers to its readers.
An analysis by librarian Shirley
of the books read during the month
of February showed the following
facts.
The total number of books taken
out was 4280 of which only 425 were
books fo r assigned reading.
This
summary does not include any re
quired reading books except those
taken out over night. In view of this
fact it is surprising to know that
more than one fifth of the books loaned
were of social science, applied science,
and history; and that there were as
many social science as children’s books
taken out.
Approximately two fifths of the
books read were fiction while there
were a fourth as many literature as
fiction and half as many of literature,
fine arts, travel, and biography as
fiction
read.
The comparatively
small number of books read may be
attributed to the fact that a large
percentage of the citizens of the town
are professors and their families. This
is further brought out when we note
that there were a third as many twocent-a-day books, or new books, as
there were books of literature loaned.
That there is a general interest in
culture is shown by the number of
fine arts books loaned. There were
half as many of these as there were
periodicals taken out.
In spite of the fact that students
complain how attendance at social
science and philosophy classes upset
their religious viewpoints, very few
become agitated enough to read up
on religion and philosophy.
There
were only twenty-seven books on re
ligion and eighty-six books on phil
osophy taken from the stacks. This
number was not as low, however, as
that o f language composition, and
grammar books, for only ten were
loaned during the month.
There were nearly as many current
periodicals loaned as there were chil
dren’s books and it must be remem
bered that it is customary to receive
many of these periodicals in private
homes so many more were read than
were taken out.
From these favorable reports it is
to be concluded that the community,
a great part of which is made up of
University students, is, as a whole,
reading much of the good material
which the library offers.
The library of the University of
New Hampshire, called the Hamilton
Smith library in memory of Hamilton
Smith of Durham who contributed
with Andrew Carnegie toward the cost
of the building, is composed of the
libraries of the town of Durham and
of the University of New Hampshire.
This is unique as a university library
because it has a children’s reading
room.
INTERCOLLEGIATES
Little known to college folks is the
fact that Edgar Allen Poe was a stu
dent at the University of Virginia in
1826. On Monday, January 19, many
visitors were present for his 122nd
anniversary. The room in which he
lived is kept as nearly intact as pos
sible.
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Blue Embers

DEAN PETTEE TELLS
OF H AW AIIAN TRIP

The Critic

Franklin Theatre

William M. Stearns

Grants Interview on Visit to Dole
Pineapple Cannery in Honolulu
Under Guidance of Hoyt, ’ 10

by Monroe Walker

Durham, N. H.

The weekly cuspidor is awarded to
“ Tuck” White for his work on the
mound in his initial varsity appear
ance. Speaking of sinking the Navy
ships, Tuck scuttled the whole fleet
by fanning twenty of the “ Gobs” of
Uncle Sam who strode to the plate.
In the B. U. game the lucky
seventh turned into the dismal
eleventh with the proverbial Frank
Merriwell act giving the Terrier
their margin of victory.

by Keith Twitchell
Old Faithful shouts again:
ON A PSYCHOLOGY PROF.
You should not think that we are dumb;
It makes us feel funereal.
Remember that you told us once,
“ It is impossible to learn
Nonsense material.”
—Anon.

Art Learmonth’s throw of 43 ft.,
9 % in. in the shot put Saturday
marked his third record breaking
heave in as many meets. If he con
tinues to lengthen his distance Coach
Midnight lobster suppers cause Sweet will be forced to increase the
strange things, among them being size of the weight pit by at least an
races on the Kappa lawn a la Adam. additional acre.

In a recent interview Dean Charles
H. Pettee, who has recently returned
from a vacation tour to the island of
Hawaii, told the story of his visit
to the Dole cannery factory at Hono
lulu. He said, “ One of the interest
ing features of my trip was a visit
to the Dole cannery factory under the
guidance of Simes T. Hoyt, ’10, chief
engineer of the company. Hoyt is a
graduate of this University and went
to work for the company as a com
mon laborer in the fields. In eight
years he has worked himself up to
his present prominent position.
“ James D. Dole was the originator
of the pineapple canning industry.
His company is today the largest of
its kind in the world. He has a
branch establishment under the Brit
ish flag on the Fiji islands.
“ The Hawaiian Pineapple company
was incorporated in 1901, with an
original capital of 20,000 dollars, and
has grown until today it has a capital
and surplus of over twenty millions.
At the peak of the 1929 season they
employed a total of 8,000 persons and
had 2,359 stockholders. The total
area of their pineapple plantation ap
proximates 100,000 acres.
“ The cannery which I visited while
in operation produces 80,000 cases of
pineapple per day and has a floor
space of 23 acres. It took 91 seconds
to size, trim, and place the pineapples
in cans, 369 seconds to truck, vacuumize, syrup, exhaust, and seam
them, and 973 seconds to cook, lac
quer, dry, and cool them.
“ I looked down through a roof of
glass from a balcony out upon a large
group of women who were assorting
pineapples in like manner to the way
which the agricultural department of
the University assorts its apples. They
told me that it takes 18 months to
raise a crop of pineapples.”

Although it happened long ago, we
Slim Douglas deserves at least a
have been asked to announce that Tiny
consolation medal for his record
and Terry were not taking lifesaving
breaking toss in the hammer which
tests when they dove into the pond in
bettered the university mark by over
street clothes.
twelve feet but which will not be al
lowed to count as an official record
Another story about Terry is go
since it did not take first place. In
ing the rounds, to the effect that a
addition to being an athlete Douglas
married woman locked herself in a
is a debator and a member of Phi
room with him and threw the key out
Kappa Phi.
the window. Terry was upset, be
cause he had to catch a train.
Adams of Bates stepped the double
iurlong
in 48 3-5 seconds against
The show at the Franklin theatre
Saturday is not Dracula, but Sante Northeastern Saturday. It is his sec
ond mark of under 50 seconds this
Fe Trail.
season and should establish him as a
favorite in the coming New EngThe Black club started the fashion
lands.
in the distant past of pinning appropropriate sobriquets to various wom
The 19th annual interscholastic
en with whom they came in contact,
track and field meet proved the most
and since then the fashion has spread.
successful in the history of the games
Some of the best we’ve heard are: the
all of which reflects much credit on
mermaid, the steamroller, SnuggleCoach Paul Sweet and Charles W ei
pups, Fancy Lady, the baroness, Pas
tergreen, student director of the
sion Flower, and Blind Goddess.
meet. Despite the fact that the meet
is held on the same day as the Har
If you enjoy true stories stranger
vard interscholastics it continues to LOCAL THEATRE TO SHOW
than fiction, sign up for the journalism
MARILYN MILLER IN SUNNY
increase in popularity each year.
course next spring.
Here is youth on old age, cruel
youth:
TEA AND CRUMPETS
When I no longer feel the sensuous flow
of life around me,
When I am old in mind and pulse beats
slow,
Let me die before the first dull rains of
winter;
Bury me before the first cold snow.
Let me live from spring to autumn,
Drink my fill of love’s sweet flow,
Live memories of you in Indian summer—
Then let me go.

Both of the hurdle records estab
lished by Floring of Huntington
school in 1930 were shattered. Good
of South Portland lived up to his
name by stepping over the tall tim
bers in 16 1-5 seconds, while Funston
of Clark School topped a furlong of
lows in 24 3-5 seconds, only three
fifths of a second behind the mark
set by Paul Toohn.

Brattleboro high brought down a
two man track team which entered
four events capturing three firsts and
I could not love you if you were not a second to win a third place in the
young.
out-state high school competition.
Your age would mock my memories of
Had they entered one more man they
youth.
I could not write these pretty fables:
would have probably won the meet.
I could only tell the truth.
W e must not grow old together,
I could not watch your beauty fade.
Memories are young forever,
I a youth and you a maid.

—Anon.

In the out-state high school high
The effects of the non-hazing cus
jump six men tied for first place
tom at NHU cropped out at the track
which rather complicated the situa
meet Saturday when a freshman subtion.
manager would not let the senior man
ager into the field.
A hopeless lack of balance was
The women may have their black exhibited by the freshman track team
in its dual with Tech Saturday. In
lists, but this week’s Crackerjack prize
four events the Engineers garnered
goes to the jealous fraternity bruzz
clean sweeps of all three places, with
who made W. M. S. get his fraternity
the Kittens only capturing four firsts
pin back from Snugglepups.
in the whole meet.
The local mailman tells us that he
Sproul turned in an excellent per
broke up a loving party in back of
Congreve at nine o’clock in the morn formance winning the 220, the broad
ing. It was either awful late or aw jump, and tying for first in the hun
dred. Baker and Knox scored for the
ful early.
Blue and White in the weights.
A freshette writes in that any moon
seems to be a hunters’ moon.

Sparkling in its comedy and filled
with the personality of Marilyn Mil
ler, “ Sunny,” the First National and
Vitaphone version of the stage play,
will open at the Franklin theatre to
morrow.
“ Sunny” is something distinct as a
picture type. It follows no conven
tional lines. Taken from Miss Miller’s
famous stage success, which ran for
three years, “ Sunny” on the talking
screen is essentially a comedyromance. It is built around the per
sonality of Miss Miller, who as the
bareback rider in a little circus at
Southampton is loved by all, but loves
Tom— Lawrence Gray— whom she had
met in past years. He is in society
and is just sailing from Southampton
with his fiancee.
The story then moves on, in a de
lightful manner that is half serious
and half-tomfoolery, to a trans
atlantic
liner. “ Sunny”
smuggles
herself aboard by mistake. One of
the highly entertaining sequences is
the dock scene, where Miss Miller is
in overalls and is mistaken for a
stevedore. It is a fine bit of clowning,
and proves the star to be a come
dienne of the first water.
The picture introduces to the pub
lic a new screen name, that of Joe
Donahue, brother of the famous Jack.
Joe is as Irish as his name implies.
He, of course, goes to America on the
same liner as does O. P. Heggie,
“ Sunny’s” rascally father and mana
ger of the circus. Joe marries Marilyn
just to oblige her and to help her get
into the United States. Joe is a splen
did dancer, and makes a very able
partner for Miss Miller in a couple
o f tap dances and an adagio.
“ Sunny” is unusual in that, al
though there are several dances, there
is no chorus. There are several songs,
including the famous “ Who.” One of
the most amusing numbers is the “ di
vorce song.” It is decidedly modern
in trend. Miss Miller’s singing, as al
ways, has tremendous appeal and
charm. The songs are very cleverly
introduced by Director William A.
Seiter. There is no stopping the
story to inject a song. Instead each
song tells an essential part of the
story, and really serves in place of a
good deal of dialogue.

The University of North Carolina
tennis team climaxed its Northern
invasion by interrupting Harvard’s
string of 38 consecutive victories.
Led by Wilmer Hines and Byran
Grant, the Southerners, captured all
but two matches to virtually clinch
Sapient sophomores solve mystery the mythical college title.
Material .................. Freshman Class of the Sphinx. Or perhaps the boys
Location .............. Emory University just want to be inactive for one more
Keith Brown of Andover vaulted to
N u m b e r........ Two hundred and four
a new world’s schoolboy record at the
year.
Weight ........................ Eighteen tons
Harvard interscholastics when he
Worth of entire class if sold as junk,1 From an English essay course: “ The cleared the bar at 13 ft. 4% in.
One hundred and ninety dollars most important Irishmen of this pe
Worth apiece if sold in the same man riod were Lover and Lever.”
Coach Paul Sweet’s varsity tracksner .................. Ninety-eight cents
ters will be forced to extend them
Combined Age ................ 3,705 years
In ruling that no woman shall be selves to win from the M. I. T. varsity
Equivalent Age,
secretary of the class of 1931 be Saturday. Both teams will enter
Thirty-seven centuries cause a woman might marry some out balanced contingents in the lists with
Historical Age,
of state man and forget to attend the Wildcats ruling as slight favor
Three and a half Methuselahs class reunions, the seniors seem to ad ites.
Average Height,
mit the fact that perhaps women may
INITIATION NOTICE
Five feet, eleven inches not be collegiate for life. They do
Frank WycofF, of the University of
Length if Placed End to End,
California, equaled the
not seem to be so optimistic about Southern
Kappa Sigma takes pleasure in an
A quarter o f a mile the men, though.
world’s record Saturday when he
nouncing
the initiation of Osvaldo
Direction of Placement,
covered the century in 9.4. The same
Abbiatti, ’34, Delpho Caminati, ’34,
Any but towards the library
fair
haired
lad
has
previously
covered
“ I should think you’d have been
John Flannery, ’34, George L. Jaques,
well pickled and salted,” said a the distance in 9.2, which mark is not
’34, and John C. Sweetser, ’34.
as
yet
officially
recognized
as
the
visiting lecturer unwittingly to Pro
fessor Hering when that gentleman world’s record.

Perhaps the two “ pipiest” courses
offered recently are the ones in ball
Have you tried the new cigarettes
room dancing given, with credit, at that scratch like a match and light
Iowa State college and the course in themselves?
No
sulphur
taste,
rest and relaxation given to the tired either.
student girls at Barnard.

Cottage for Rent
AT LAKE W INNIPESAUKEE
FOR PARTS OF THE SUMMER
APPLY

STRAND BOWLING ALLEYS
ROGER M. MERRILL, Prop.

had told him of a lengthy ocean swim.
The varsity lacrosse team failed to Even the efforts of the mighty Albie
check the progress of the Harvard Booth failed to check the Big Green.
INITIATION NOTICE
Crimson in its weekly free for all.
A
falling rain hampered both teams
Harvard won its second game from
Alpha Tau Chapter of Alpha Chi
the Pennsylvania nine which is at
Omega takes pleasure in the pledg in the closing moments of play.
present leading the Eastern Intercol
ing of Gloria Wilcox, ’34, and o f Sal
The
Dartmouth
baseball
team legiate league. Indications point to
ly O’Brien, ’34, and the initiation of
Ruth V. Johnson, ’34, Ruth H. John gained a sweet revenge over the Yale ward a classic encounter between Har
son, ’34, Janice Kimball, ’32, and nine when it won its Saturday’s en vard and Yale on the diamond this
counter by a three to nothing score. spring.
Ethel Tufts, ’34.

Dawn is the attractive title of the
newly-published
ajutobiography of
Theodore Dreiser’s youth.
Dreiser
has devoted 590 pages of small type
to his life from birth to the age of
nineteen. What makes his account
so lengthy is the fact that besides
going into extreme detail with regard
to events and his individual reac
tions throughout, he stops every little
while to waste the reader’s valuable
time with what we would call “ vain
questionings” of life and its meaning.
If most of these waste passages could
be eliminated together with the too
recurrent “ but’s” and “ and so’s” of
Dreiser’s style, the book would be not
only shorter but also more valuable.
Dreiser has been called one of the
great American literary artists by
Sinclair Lewis. He really is no very
great artist, at least insofar as style
is concerned. His value throughout,
we feel certain, has been due to his
subjects and the treatment he gives
them.
Dreiser’s style is often so
careless that the reader is annoyed.
The monotony is apt to exert a bor
ing influence.
In Dawn, however, owing to the
great interest maintained through
the subject matter, the reader never
becomes bored. Besides, one can al
ways skip thse irrelevant ponderings
over the possible meaning of every
thing.
Dawn may not be at all
important as a literary document, (we
dare not prognosticate as to that) but
it certainly is important as a socio
logical document and should also be
of interest to modern psychologists
and psychoanalysts.
Dawn is the kind of a life history
that a psychoanalyst might require
of a patient, but when a famous au
thor does the thing of his own free
will and accord, there is some ques
tion as to the advisability of its being
made public property. The intimacy
of these confessions will lead a great
many to accuse Dreiser of bad taste
and mere money-mindedness. It will,
undoubtedly, be a matter for some as
tonishment that a man still alive is
willing to reveal himself so entirely
to society, even though that self is
one now lost in the limbo of dead
days. Yet, when we stop and think,
this thing has been done by many
famous men in civilizations often
much more sensible than ours. We
cite as classic examples: Casanova,
Benvenuto Cellini, Lawrence Sterne,
and Rousseau.
It is, perhaps, the
lingering Puritanic influence especially
dominant in New England that makes
so many of us look askance at bold
revelations.
We, ourselves, think
Dreiser has every right to do this
sort of thing, especially since it ap
pears to us that he is writing with
a purpose of social service as well as
financial gain. Perhaps our sense of
taste is as much lacking* as is his.
Dreiser, it seems, also went to col
lege, but only for one year. Appar
ently, he was a bit of a misfit in the
college environment owing to his ex
treme sensitivity and lack of self-con
fidence. He makes some very inter
esting observations on college life,
especially on college fraternities,
which he terms “ piddling and mean
ingless organizations.”
He claims
that they have no importance or in
fluence after college, but readily ad
mits their importance on the campus,
although not sure that they employ
this importance to good ends.
Among especially interesting epi
sodes are: his first “ post-office” party,
the affair with the baker’s daughter,
his night excursion with O’Connor, his
short acquaintance with the unknown
Italian girl, and his experience while
working in the laundry as delivery
man. His adolescent worship of the
female of the species and her par
ticular type of beauty is interesting.
Theatre Street, an autobiography of
Tamara Karsavina, the famous Rus
sian ballet dancer, is another very
interesting
bit
of
autobiography
though
entirely
different
from
Dreiser’s. The authoress writes her
story in English though it is not her

--------------------- ►»*.--------------------

Friday, May 15
A First National Picture

“SUNNY”
Marilyn Miller, Lawrence Gray
Educational Comedy—
DON’T LEAVE HOME

Saturday, May 16
A Paramount Picture

“SANTA FE TRAIL”
Richard Arlen
Universal and. Vitaphone

Comedies

Monday, May 18
A First National Picture

“LITTLE CEASAR”
Edward

Robinson

Doug. Fairbanks, Jr.
Pathe Comedy—
PARADING PAJAMAS

Tuesday, May 19
A Universal Picture

“RESURRECTION”
John Boles, Lupe Velez
Paramount and Pathe Comedies
Fox News

Wednesday, May 20
A Warner Bros. Picture

“CAPTAIN APPLEJACK”
John Halliday, Mary Brian
Universal and Metro Comedies

Thursday, May 21
A Paramount Picture

“JUNE MOON”
Jack Oakie, Frances Dee
Paramount and Vitaphone Comedies
Paramount News

native language, and succeeds admir
ably in her novel medium. A sympa
thetic foreword by James M. Barrie
makes a fine introduction and the sim
ple narrative is one that will be in
teresting to all those connected in
any way with the theatre and the
art of interpretive dancing. Women,
we suspect, will appreciate this book
more than men.
We have just received our advance
copy of B est College Verse, the an
thology of undergraduate verse edited
by Jessie Rehder and published by
Harper’s. The format is quite good,
we think, and what little of the con
tent we have had time to read shows
about the variety of badness and ex
cellency that we had expected. The
New Hampshire contributors deserve
congratulation and commendation, for
their verse seems to be on as high a
level of attainment as most of that
included in the volume. We hope to
review this book in greater detail at
a later date. We are recently ad
vised of the proposed publication in
October of this year of a similar
anthology edited by the well-known
New York poetry publisher, Henry
Harrison. It will be entitled A m er
ican College Verse and will contain
seventeen full-page illustrations by
Charles Cullen.

A finer or more appropriate Commencement
gift could not be made than a pair of the new
University book-ends.

What Senior would not

be proud to display on his desk this emblem of
his Alma Mater.
Overnight bags, brief cases, University-seal
stationery and classroom supplies.

THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
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WRIGHT & DITSON
Athletic and Sports Specialties

Students who desire the best and most practical Athletic Equipment,
Shoes and Clothing, should insist upon the Wright & Ditson quality.
BASEBALL, TENNIS, GOLF, TRACK AND GYMNASIUM SUP
PLIES, BATHING AND SWIMMING SUITS, ATHLETIC UNDER
WEAR, SUPPORTERS, RUNNING PANTS, AND SHOES
(Send for Catalog)
344 Washington Street

Boston

WILD KITTENS LOSE
TO TECH IN TRACK
New Hampshire Freshmen Turned
Back at Cambridge by WellBalanced Engineer Cinder
Squad by 86-40 Score
The Wild Kittens, though showing
a decided improvement over their ini
tial appearance, were turned back,
86-40, by the M. I. T. freshmen, at
Tech field, Cambridge, Saturday. The
loss of Tompkins and Wilson was felt
in the field events. Sproul and Baker
were the high scorers for the New
Hampshire boys, getting twelve and
eight points respectively.
Sproul took first in the 220 yard
dash, tied for first in the century and
placed second in the running broad
jump. Baker took first in the shot
put and placed second to Knox, also
of New Hampshire, in the hammer
throw. Those were the only firsts
taken by the frosh.
The feature of the meet was the
100 yard dash which resulted in a tie
for first between Sproul of New
Hampshire and Bell of Tech. The
frosh were most unfortunate in the
half mile, pole vault, and high jump,
in which events they were shut out
completely. Second place in the ja v 
elin throw was taken by Kurtle, while
Brown took second in the quarter
and third in the broad jump.
The Kittens will tackle the Brown
freshmen this Saturday, at Memorial
field. Last year, the cubs won by a
very narrow margin at Providence.
This is the only home meet for the
freshmen this season.

The Ideal Hotel for You

In B O S TO N
Isth e N EW M M

Hotel lYIANGER
A t North Station
Direct Entrance from B. & M. Depot
and Boston Madison Square Garden

5 0 0 ROOMS
Each Room equipped with Tub and
Shower t Built-in-Radio Speaker
(Three Station Service) ▼Servidor
Circulating Ice Water.
New England’s Most Modernly
Equipped and Perfectly
Appointed Hotel

Wildcats Defeat
Bowdoin Trackmen
Blue and White Scores
Fourteenth Straight Win
Learmonth Establishes New Shot Put
Record— Douglas Hurls Hammer
Beyond College Mark— Final
Score, 79-56
The varsity track team added an
other win to its string of dual meet
victories last Saturday when it de
feated the Bowdoin team on Memo
rial field by a score of 79-56. After
the first event, the high hurdles, had
been run off, Bowdoin never led the
scoring, although the half mile exhibi
tion, in which the visitors took first
and second place brought them from
the rear to tie at the 45 point mark.
Learmonth, hefty shot-putter on
the Blue and White team, was the only
New Hampshire man to win an event
for a new college record, when he
heaved the shot to the new mark of
43 feet, 9% inches, bettering his own
record by fifteen inches.
Douglas
heaved the hammer twelve feet fur
ther than his own record made at
Brown two weeks ago, but did not
establish a new record since he did
not win the event. Galbraith of Bow- j
doin threw the wired weight some
distance further than it has ever been
heaved on the Durham soil, over 160
feet to be exact.
The meet finished a long day of
competition on Memorial field, the
multitude of schoolboy tracksters not
completing their final events until
about four o’clock, and the shadows
were lengthening across the field be
fore the Bowdoin - New Hampshire
meet was finished.
Whitehouse of the Wildcats came
close behind Stanwood to take second
and third in the high and low hurdles,
Warren Pike, speedster of the New
Hampshire team was high scorer of
the meet, having three first places
to his credit, winning the century in
10 1-5 sec., the 220 yard dash in 22
3-5 sec., and throwing himself through
the air for the distance of 22 feet,
2 inches to win the broad jump. Har

Dining Room, Coffee Shop, Oyster
Bar and Soda Fountain offer wide
variety of food and service.
RATES— ROOM AND BATH
f o r o n e —$2.50, 3.00, 3.50, 4.00
f o r t w o —$4.00, 4.50, 5.00, 6.00
No Higher Rates

E. J. YORK
Lumber and Coal Dealer
Durham and Dover
I. Guy Smart, Mgr.
Durham Coal Yard
Phone 103-2

RESTAURANT

TEA ROOM
When in Dover Dine at the

DAERIS TEA ROOM
462 CENTRAL AVENUE,

DOVER, N. H.

Strafford National Bank, Dover, N. H.
Safe Deposit Boxes for Rent
A. B. A. Travelers’ Checks for Sale

MEADER’S FLOWER SHOP
FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
6 THIRD STREET

DOVER, N. H.

ARTHUR R. WATSON

Durham Shoe Repairing Co.

JEWELER

Shoe and Rubber Repairing
Shine

3 Third Street
—
Dover, N. H.
Watches, Jewelry, Optical Goods
Watch, Clock and Jewelry Repairing

Work Satisfactory — Service Prompt
DIAMOND JEWELER
C. F. WHITEHOUSE
Headquarters for Gruen Watches
White Rose and Orange Blossom
Quality Printing
Wedding Rings
331 Central Ave.,
Tel. 164,
Dover
Registered Optometrist Dover, N. H.

MEATS AND
PROVISIONS
Fruits and Vegetables in
Their Season
Telephone 57-58

Durham, N. H.

Complete House Furnishings
For Home and Fraternity House
Prompt, responsible service by the
oldest furniture house in Dover.
Window shades made to order

E. Morrill Furniture Co.
60 Third Street,

Tel. 70

Opposite R. R. Crossing

220-yard dash—W on by Normandin,
(Manchester Central); Connors, (Frank Week-end Baseball
900 Schoolboys
lin), second; Wiseman, (Concord), third;
Stevens, (Concord), fourth. Time, 23 1-5
Evenly Divided
Engage in Meet seconds, (new state record).
In s t a t e P r ep Schools

Hebron and New Hampton
Win Championship Titles
Manchester and Portland Gain First
Honors in High School Classes—
Two New Meet Records
Established

Pole vault—Tie for first between Hodgedon (New Hampton), and Knight, (T il
ton) ; tie for third between Shurtleff,
(New Hampton), and Archer, (Clark).
Height, 11 feet, 2 inches.
Shot put—W on by Miller, (New H am p
ton) ; tie for second between Harris,
(Clark), and Frost,
(T ilton);
Sleep,,
(Clark), fourth. Distance, 41 feet, 11
inches.
Javelin throw—W on by MacCauley,
(New Ham pton); Willey, (Clark), second;
Knight, (Tilton), third; Hyde, (New
Hampton), fourth. Distance, 131 feet.
High jump—W on by Lewis, (C lark );
Clement, (New Hampton), second; tie for
third between MacCaftley, (New H am p
ton), and Archer, (Clark). Height, 5 feet,
11 inches.
Broad jump—W on by Clement, (New
H am pton); Miller, (New Hampton), sec
ond; Frost (Tilton), third; Douglass,
(Tilton), fourth.
Distance, 19 feet, 5
inches.
Discus throw—W on by Miller (New
H am pton); Hodgedon, (New Hampton),
second; Haven, (Tilton), third; Sheehser,
(Tilton), fourth. Distance, 94 feet, 11
inches.
120-yard high hurdles—W on by Funs
ton, (Clark); Clement, (New Hampton),
second; Bates, (Tilton), third; Burns,
(New Hampton), fourth. Time, 16 3-5
seconds.
100-yard dash—W on by Kinney, (Clark);
Haley, (New Hampton), second; Steinharter, (Tilton), third; Ahern, (New
Hampton), fourth. Time, 10 2-5 seconds.
(Equals the state record).
Mile run—W on by Lingley, (Clark);
Pettengill, (Tilton), second; Parker, (New
Hampton), third; Patten, (New Ham p
ton), fourth. Time, 4 minutes, 43 2-5 sec
onds.
220-yard low hurdles—W on by Funston,
(Clark); Leavitt, (Tilton), second; Burns,
(New Hampton), third; Arnold, (Tilton),
fourth. Time, 24 3-5 seconds, (new meet
record).
440-yard run—W on by Jackson, (New
Ham pton); Bowdren, (Clark), second;
Berry,
(Tilton),
third;
Hyde,
(New
Hampton), fourth. Time, 54 2-5 seconds.
880-yard run—W on by Field, (New
H am pton);
Tingley,
(Tilton), second;
Lane, (New Hampton), third; Hoyt, (New
Hampton), fourth. Time, 2 minutes, 18
seconds.
220-yard
dash—W on
by
Funston,
(Clark); Haley, (New Hampton), second;
Laforge,
(Clark),
third;
Steinharter,
(Tilton), fourth. Time, 22 4-5 seconds.
Hammer throw—W on by Sheesher,
(Tilton); Kosch, (New Hampton), sec
ond; Haven, (Tilton), third; Jackson,
(New Hampton), fourth. Distance, 124
feet, 1 inch.

In the 19th annual interscholastic
track and field meet held on Memorial
field Saturday, Manchester Central
high repeated its 1930 victory in the
state high school class, with Hebron
academy winning its fifth straight
championship in the out-state prep
division. Portland high replaced Deering high of the same city as first
place winner among the out-state
high schools, with New Hampton
breaking into the championship class
for the first time in the history of the
meet.
Two new meet records were estab
lished when both hurdle records made
by Floring of Huntington school in
1930 were shattered by Good of South
Portland and Funston of Clark school.
Good topped the tall timbers in beau
tiful style to clip a fifth of a second
from the old record of 16 2-5 seconds.
Funston skimmed the furlong of low
sticks in 24 3-5 seconds, only a frac
tion of a second less than the record
established by Paul Toolin in set
120 yard high hurdles: Stanwood ting the University record.
(B .), Whitehouse (N.H.), McLaugh
In the out-state high competition
lin (B .). Time 15 4-5 sec.
Portland high presented a balanced
100 yard dash: Pike (N.H.), John aggregation to nose out an exceed
son (B .), Burdett (N.H.). Time 10 ingly strong field of contestants. Scor
O u t s t a t e Pr ep Schools
1-5 sec.
ing heavily in the weight events, the
High jump—W on by MacLean (H e
One mile run: Lazure (N .H.), Ush victors likewise entered several place bron); Skipinsky (Vermont), second;
Clapp, (Hebron), third; Jensen, (Hebron),
er (B .), Sewall (B .). Time 4 min. winners in the track events to easily fourth.
Height, 5 feet, 11 inches.
Broad jump—W on by Borden, (Bridg
outdistance their nearest rivals by a
32 2-5 sec.
ton); Noseworthy, (Bridgton), second;
440 yard dash; Harrington (N.H.), comfortable margin. South Portland Dolan, (Coburn Classical), third; Solari,
(Fryeburg), fourth. Distance, 20 feet, 3
Crosby (N.H.), Hickok (B .). Time lent a decided Maine flavor to the inches.
Discus throw—W on by Eldred, (Bridg
division by capturing second place due
51 sec.
ton); deBellis, (Vermont), second; Jor
Two mile run: deMoulpied (N.H.), principally to the efforts of Good, who don, (Hebron), third; Sidelinger, (K ent’s
Lavender (B .), Blood (N.H.). Time in addition to capturing first place Hill), fourth. Distance, 111 feet, 2 inches.
Javelin throw—W on by Roberts, (H e
in both of the hurdles likewise tied bron); Segler, (Governor Dummer), sec
9 min. 55 3-5 sec.
ond; Ferry, (Bridgton), third; Carter,
220 yard low hurdles: McLaughlin for first in the high jump. Brattle- (Governor Dummer), fourth. Distance, 141
(B .), Stanwood
(B .), Whitehouse boro, Vermont, captured third place feet, 4 inches.
Shot put—W on by Eldred, (Bridgton);
with its two-man team which secured Sullivan,
(N.H.). Time 24 3-5 sec.
(Hebron),
second;
Fenton,
(Bridgton),
third; Churchill, (Governor
220 yard dash: Pike (N.H.), Me-1 three firsts and a third in the four Dummer), fourth.
Distance, 47 feet, 9
inches.
Laughlin (B .), Harrington (N.H.). events entered.
120-yard high hurdles—W on by Wilton,
Hebron again won the out-state (Verm ont); Dolan, (Coburn Classical),
Time 22 3-5 sec.
Clapp, (Hebron), third; Soule,
880 yard run: Thistlewait (B .), prep trophy to continue its unbroken second;
(Governor Dummer), fourth. Time, 18
Usher (B .), Noyes (N.H.). Time 1 string of victories which extend from seconds.
100-yard dash—W on by Lines, (V er
the date of the separation of the high m ont); Churchill, (Governor Dummer),
min. 58 3-5 sec.
Placing in second; Borden, (Hebron), third; Bleiter,
High jump: Tied by Wooley and and prep school classes.
(Hebron), fourth. Time, 10.2 seconds.
Brooks (N.H.) and Stanwood (B .). every event save the broad jump, the
Mile run—W on by Black, (K ent’s H ill);
Winston,
(Hebron), second; Olds, (H e
Little Green, easily outclassed its bron), third;
Height 5 feet 10% in.
Haile, (Vermont), fourth.
Time,
4:52.
nearest
rival,
Bridgton
academy,
to
Pole vault: Won by Brooks (N.H.),
220 -yard low hurdles—W on by Dolon,
tie for second White (N.H.) and A p gather its decisive margin of victory. (Colburn C lassical); Cole, (Colburn, Class
second; Toolin, (Vermont), third.
Coburn classical, Vermont academy, ical),
pleton (B .). Height 12 feet.
Time, 27.4 seconds.
440-yard run—W on by Smith, (B ridg
Shot put: Learmonth (N.H.), Lar Governor Dummer, and Kents Hill
ton) ; tie for second between Tufts,
sen (B .), Hanley (N.H.). Distance scored in several events.
(K ent’s Hill), and Borden, (H ebron);
Manchester Central led Nashua by tie for fourth between Smith, (Hebron),
43 feet 9% in. (A new record.)
and Nelson, (Vermont). Time, 53.3 sec
Broad jump: Pike (N.H.), Briggs 27 points in the state high school onds.
880-yard run—W on by Black, (K ent’ s
(B .), Johnson
(B .). Distance 22 brackett. to repeat its 1930 victory. H ill); Bates, (Governor Dummer), sec
ond;
McVeigh,
(Governor
Dummer),
Two state high school records were
feet 2 inches.
third; Burke, (Bridgton), fourth. Time,
Discus
throw:
Hanley
(N.H.), broken when Normandin of Central 23.4 seconds.
Hammer throw—W on by Jordon, (H e
Douglas (N.H.), Olson (B .). Dis stepped the two twenty in 23 1-5 sec bron);
Robertson,
(Hebron),
second;
onds, one fifth of a second faster than Reese, (Hebron), third; Fenton, (B ridg
tance 123 feet 10% in.
ton), fourth. Distance, 129 feet, 9%
the
time
turned
in
by
Jones
of
Central
Hammer throw: Galbraith (B .),
inches.
O u t s t a t e H i g h Schools
Douglas (N.H.), Brown (B .). Dis in 1928; Rines of Concord easily won
the 880 in 2 min. 6 2-5 seconds to High jump—W on by Toolin, (Leom 
tance 160 feet 8 in.
inster); Robinson, (Brattleboro), Foley,
(Newburyport), Good, (South Portland),
Javelin throw: Geoffrion (N.H.), establish the new mark.
Ranchynoski,
(W orcester Commerce), and
New Hampton entered the winning Lunkoes, (W orcester
Wood (N.H.), Olsen (B .). Distance
North), all tied at
column by defeating Tilton and Clark five feet, ten inches.
178 feet 8 in.
Broad
jump—W on
by
Robinson,
due to superior balance. Clark fin (Brattleboro); Brown, (W aterville), sec
ond;
Ranchynoski,
(W
orcester
Com
ished in second place with the defend merce.), third; Toolin,
DEAN E. P. DEMERRITT HOST
(Leominster),
TO STATE DEANS OF WOMEN ing Tilton champions trailing in the fourth. Distance, 20 feet.
Discus throw—W on by Henry, (P ort
wake. Funston led the Clark scoring land);
Rose, (Crosby), second; Keene,
(Camden),
third; Coombs, (South Port
On Saturday, May 9, members of by winning three firsts in the hurdles land), fourth.
Distance, 113 feet, 11^
and
the
two-twenty.
inches.
the New Hampshire association of
Javelin
throw—W
on by Brown, (Leom 
The meet was held under the direc inster);
Deans of Women held their spring
Ricker,
(Portland),
second;
Withey,
(Deering),
third; Lane, (Leom 
tion
o
f
Coach
Sweet
and
student
meeting in Durham as guests of Dean
inster), fourth. Distance, 152 feet, 8%
Elizabeth P. DeMerritt of this Uni director Charles Wettergreen, who inches.
Pole vault—Tie
for
first,
Morse,
versity. A fter a luncheon served in conducted the meet in a most efficient (Brattleboro), and Nerbank, (Mamaron eck); tie for third, Kelley, (Portland),
the President’s dining-room Profs- fashion. All contestants were con Pistaki,
(Portland), Black, (W orcester
sor Norman Alexander, Dean of men sidered as guests of the University Classical), and Fisher, (W orcester Classi
cal).
Height,
11 feet, % inch.
at the University, addressed the deans, during their stay on the campus and
Shot put—W on by Ricker, (Portland);
were
extended
every
possible
courtesy.
tie
for
second,
Rhodes, (Crosby), and
pointing out the problems which the
Roberts, (D eering); Henry, (Portland),
In s t a t e H ig h Schools
freshman finds as she enters upon her
fourth. Distance, 44 feet, 10 inches.
Pole vault—W on by Boisclair, (Frank
120-yard high hurdles—W on by Good,
college course.
lin); Skinner, (Manchester Central), sec (South
Portland);
Wilkins,
(Edward
The business meeting was then held ond; LeBlanc, (Manchester Central), Little), second; Randynosky, (W orcester
third; Cheney, (Concord), fourth. Height, Commerce), third; Catlin,
(Portland),
at which time a report was given by 11 feet, 6 inches.
fourth. Time, 16.1 seconds.
put—-Won by Dominic, (Manches
100-yard dash—W on by Wilkins, (E d
each member concerning her work terShot
Central); Blackonoskas, (Nashua), ward Little); Brown, (W aterville), sec
with the girls. Topics pertaining to second; Frang-os, (Manchester Central), ond; Lund, (Mamaroneck), third; Dziothird; Bortis, (Nashua), fourth. Distance, dzio, (Portland), fourth. Time, 10.3 sec
social, educational, and vocational 43 feet, 4 inches.
onds.
Javelin throw—W on by Blateos, (Man
Mile run—W on by Hagstrom, (W orces
guidance, student government, and chester
Central); Corosa, (Nashua); sec ter N orth); Gould, (W orcester North),
girls’ leagues were discussed, which ond; Blackanonskas, (Nashua), third; second; Murphy, (Deering), third; CalBlekartis,
(Nashua), fourth. Distance, cagui,
(W orcester
Classical),
fourth.
indicated the great amount of thought 157 feet, 2 inches.
Time, 4:47.2.
High jump—Tie for first between
220-yard low hurdles—W on by Good,
ful and efficient guidance work which Fearon
and McDonough,
(Manchester (South Portland); Dziodzio, (Portland),
is being done for the girls of many Central); tie for third between Levan- second; Morse, (Brattleboro), third; H ob
saler, (Concord), and Dupont, (Manches son, (Deering), fourth.
Time, 26.3 sec
of New Hampshire’s normal and high ter W est). Height, 5 feet, 10 inches.
onds.
440-yard run—W on by Norton, (P ort
schools. Among the schools repre Broad jump—W on by Rozan, (Nashua);
Keller, (Manchester W est), second; Bains, land); McLean, (Mamaroneck), second;
sented were the high schools of Keene, (Manchester Central), third; Blekartis, Farmer, (W orcester Classical), third;
(Nashua), fourth. Distance, 20 feet, 8 Stewartson,
(Portland), fourth. Time,
Laconia, Lebanon, West Lebanon, and inches.
54.3 seconds.
Discus
throw—-Won
by
Dominic,
(Man
880-yard
run—W
on by Coombs, (South
Portsmouth and Keene Normal school.

Entrance at side of Leavitt's Apt.

E. R. McClintock

HAM’S
MARKET

rington and Crosby finished first and
second in the 440, both finishing
strong. deMoulpied led the field home
in the gruelling two-mile run with
Blood taking third. Earl Brooks placed
well to the fore in the scoring for the
Blue and White, winning the pole
vault and nearly lifting his own
record, as he cleared the bar only to
touch it with his hand. He also tied
in the high jump with Austin Woolley,
and Stanwood of Bowdoin at 5 feet
10% inches.
New Hampshire also took first and
second places in the discus, Howard
Hanley winning with Douglas second,
and in the javelin throw, Geoffrion
winning and Wood second.
White
tied with Appleton of Bowdoin for
second in the pole vault, while Han
ley gathered a third in the shot put,
Noyes in the half mile, Harrington in
the 220, and Burdett in the century.
The next meet will be at Memorial
field this Saturday when the M. I. T.
team furnishes the opposition for the
second and last home meet for the
varsity track team this year. M. I. T.
has been chalked down as the object
for a fifteenth consecutive dual meet
victory, and boasts several outstand
ing men, particularly in the field. On
the whole the Blue and White team
has shown steady improvement since
the first meet of the year, and the
horizon seems bright as far as dual
meets are concerned for the coming
year, after the fine performances that
have been made so far in the season.
SUMMARY

School of Nursing
o/YaleUniversity
Jl Profession fo r the
College W oman
interested In the modern, _ scientific
agencies of social service.

The thirty months course, providing
an intensive and varied experience
through the case study method, leads
to the degree of
B A C H E L O R O F N U R SIN G
Present student b od y includes gradu
ates of leading colleges. Tw o o r m ore
years o f approved college w ork required
for admission. A few scholarships avail
able for students with advanced quali
fications.
The educational facilities o f Y ale Uni
versity are open to qualified students.
F or ca ta lo g a n d in fo r m a tio n a d d ress :
The Dean

The SCHOOL of NURSING of
YA LE UNIVERSITY
NEW HAVEN

:

CO N N EC TICU T

chester Central); Menzies,
(Concord),
second;
Provost,
(Manchester W est),
third; Kallock, (Concord), fourth. D is
tance, 116 feet, 1 inch.
120-yard high hurdles—W on by Esler,
(Manchester Central); Hecker, (Manches
ter W est), second; Levensaler, (Concord),
third; Gray, (Manchester Central), fourth.
Time, 17 2-5 seconds, (equals the record).
100-yard dash—W on by Normandin,
(Manchester Central); Roy, (Nashua),
second; Connors, (Franklin), third; W ise
man, (D over), fourth. Time, 10 2-5 sec
onds, (equals record).
Mile run—W on by Laguenade, (K een e);
Bolduc, (Kennett, Conway), second; Ferrin, (Manchester Central), third; W ebs
ter, (Concord), fourth. Time, 4 minutes,
45 3-5 seconds.
220-yard low hurdles—W on by Blekatis,
(Nashua); Easier, (Manchester Central),
second;
Mullen,
(Newmarket),
third;
Slade, (Keene), fourth. Time, 27 2-5 sec
onds.
440-yard run—W on by Slade, (K eene);
Foley,
(Manchester
W est),
second;
Baines, (Manchester Central), third; Perrault, (Franklin), fourth.. Time, 56 sec
onds.
880-yard run—W on by Rines, (Con
cord ); Alexander, (Nashua), second; L a 
guenade, (Keene), third; Cargill, (Man
chester Central), fourth. Time, 2 min
utes, 6 2-5 seconds, (new state record).
12-pound hammer throw—W on by Colbey, (Concord); Kallock, (Concord), sec
ond; Provost, (Manchester W est), third;
Laurent, (Keene), fourth. Distance, 140
feet, 4 inches.

Portland); Gould,
(W orcester South),
second; Aaskov, (Deering), third; Dzio
dzio, (Portland), fourth. Time, 2:11.8.
220-yard dash—W on by Dziodzio, (P ort
land); Brown, (W aterville), second; W il
kins,
(Edward Little),
third; Macy,
(Deering), fourth. Time, 23.8 seconds.
Hammer
throw—W on
by
Kozicz,
(Portland); Rhodes, (Crosby), second;
Richards, (South Portland), third; Henry,
(Portland), fourth. Distance, 143 feet,
3 inches.
Mile run—W on by Portland; second,
South Portland; third, Deering; fourth,
Mamaroneck. Time, 3:45.2.
SUMMARY

OF P O IN T S BY
In s t a t e Prep

Varsity Loses to B. U.
but Downs Newport Naval
White Sets New Record for Univer
sity by Pitching Twenty Strike
outs— Game With Boston
University Goes to
Ten Innings
The varsity baseball club again
split its week-end games when it de
feated
Newport
Naval
training
school, 5-3, and lost to Boston uni
versity, 7-6. Both contests were
played with snap, and gave some
proof that baseball is not always too
slow a sport to be watched.
White, twirling his first varsity
game, stepped into New Hampshire’s
hall of fame when he fanned twenty

Feeling that the college poets of
today, who may be the future lead
ers in this field as has been proven
by such contemporary poets as Rob
inson, Millay, or Frost, are not re
ceiving the proper encouragement or
attention, “ The Campus Mtose,” of
Muhlenberg
college,
is
offering
$100.00 in prizes for the most out
standing works o f college poets in
the United States in 1930-31. Fur
thermore, arrangements have been
made with a prominent publisher to
have the prize-winning poems, as
well as the most outstanding remain
ing works, printed in book form this
summer. Copies of this will be sent
to representative college libraries and
metropolVtan "nawspap°eW‘ fm ‘ review
just to show the literary world what
the “ college muses” can actually ac
complish.
Poems for this contest have been
divided into ten groups; a prize of
ten dollars ($10.00) in gold is o f
fered for the best work in each one
of the ten classes. These groups are
as follows: (1) Life and Living, (2)
Loyalty: to Country or Alma Mater,
(3) Love, (4) Religion, (5) Nature,
(6) Personality, (7) Children, Pets,
and Hobbies, (8) Campus Life, (9)
Humor or Parodies, (10) General
Theme. At the top of each contribu
tion the division into which it is en
tered must be stipulated.
There are no particular rules to
the contest. Manuscripts, however,
must be typewritten, double-spaced,
on one side of ordinary 8 V2 x 11 inch
sheets of paper. Each page must
have the name, address, college, and
publication in which poem may have
appeared, typewritten in the upper
left-hand corner. Poems should be
sent immediately to THE CAMPUS
MUSE, Muhlenberg college, Allen
town, Penna., for the contest closes
at midnight, June 1, 1931. Authors
hould enclose a list of personal data,
prizes they may have won, and
pus activities, with the names and
addresses of their home-town news
papers, so that these may be notified
immediately if their contributions
should be awarded a prize or be ac
cepted for publication.

9 ^ NEXT M O V E
Supplement your collese education with technical
business training. M en and women from 76
different colleges attended Burdett the past year.
Short term and advanced courses for college
women:
SECRETARIAL
S T E N O G R A P H Y A N D TYPEW RITING
B O O K KEEPIN G

SCHOOLS

Burdett offers exceptional advantages to college women:
Personal attention, individual advancement, unexcelled
training facilities, placement service.

H ig h

Manchester Central, 57; Nashua, 30;
Concord, 25y2 ; Manchester West, 19%;
Keene, 14; Franklin, 10; Dover, 4; K en
nett, 3; Newmarket, 2.
O u t s t a t e Prep

Hebron, 43y2 ; Vermont, 19%; Bridgton,
I 8V2 ; K ent’s Hill, 13%; Colburn Classical,
11; Fryeburg, 3.
Outstate

Muhlenberg College Publication to
Award Prizes for Outstanding
Verse— To Publish Poetry in
Book Form

opposing batters and throughout the
game, he forced the Newport sail
ors to walk the plank. According to
Coach Swasey, the number of strike
outs for White is a record for the
University. The last pitched ball in
a strike-out by White will be placed
in the New Hampshire trophy room,
where it may influence future varsity
pitchers.
For all of the superb hurling, the
game might have been a loss because
of untimely errors; four misplays
were chalked up against the Wildcats.
Kelley, Newport pitcher, handed out
nine hits. His rival was less liberal
with only four hits. To Lisabeth goes
considerable credit for the victory
when he hammered out a triple with
Gibbons on base.
The Boston Terriers upset expecta
tions when they squeezed by with a
victory in an extra inning game Sat
urday. The contest was decidedly dif
ferent from that played last year, in
which four hours of good and bad
baseball were offered in the 10-10 tie.
Edgerly did the hurling Saturday, and
allowed eleven hits to the winners.
Neither team led for any length of
time, and the tenth frame found the
score tied. But Junkins, Boston university first basemen, emulated Frank
Merriwell when he broke up a won
derful ball game with a circuit clout.
During the game, Mitchell, Wildcat
catcher, dislocated his thumb, and he
may not be able to play again until
the Dartmouth contest.
After their West Point game yes
terday, the Wildcats left for Provi 1931 CLASS ADOPTS
dence to play the Collegians today.
NEW CONSTITUTION
The Rhode Island Staters have a pow
(Continued from Page 1)
erful club this year, and Coach Swa-1
sey offers no predictions. The Col
legians slid over Brown, 8-1. Marty- shall keep a list of the addresses of
nick of Rhode Island allowed only two all members of the Class. With the
hits, and it is probable that he will cooperation of the Treasurer, he shall
pitch against New Hampshire. Edger issue an annual Class Letter. He
ly is slated to oppose him; Lane may shall be the custodian of the papers,
get in the garden in place of Smith. records, and documents of the Class.
Saturday will find the Blue and In the absence of the President and
White club back in town when they Vice President, he shall preside at all
meet the not-too-strong Worcester meetings. The Class Secretary shall
Tech team. The Engineers have ta cooperate with the general Alumni
ken only one game so far this sea Secretary in all matters pertaining
son, that being from Norwich, 5-4. to the welfare of the Alumni.
Section 4. The Treasurer of the
The Worcester game will be the last
for almost a week, at the end of Class shall receive and disburse all
which time the Wildcats start on the the money and funds of the Class.
hardest part of their schedule, which Such funds shall be deposited by him
includes Vermont, Dartmouth and in the bank certified by the General
Alumni Association and in the name
Tufts.
of the Class. The accounts and books
of the Treasurer shall be open to in
CAP AND GOWN DISCUSSES
spection by any member of the Class
FRESHMAN SISTER PLANS at any time.
Section 5. These four officers:
A special meeting of Cap and Gown President, Vice President, Secretary,
was held at the Phi Mu house on and Treasurer shall compose the Ex
Madbury road, Wednesday evening at ecutive Committee of the Class. The
7:30. The newly elected president, duties of the Executive Committee
Florence Baker, presided over the shall be to perfect the Alumni or
meeting which was called to discuss ganization of the Class and to direct
the freshman sister problem. This all necessary and desirable class ac
was sponsored by Cap and Gown last tivities.
Article 8. Finance. Section 1. The
year and it is their wish to do so again
this coming year. Freshman sister annual tax of three dollars, which is
plans effective in other colleges were levied upon each member, must be
discussed by the girls. Mrs. DeMeritt paid before graduation.
Section
2. A
Class
Memorial
attended the meeting and gave the
members many helpful suggestions Scholarship Fund of not less than
which will lead to the organization of $3,000.00 shall be made available in
a new big sister plan.
(Continued on Page 4)

New Hampton, 72^>; Clark, 49y2 ; T il
ton, 40.
Instate

‘THE CAMPUS MUSE”
CONDUCTS CONTEST

D a y and
Evening
Sessions

Technical business training opens the door to opportunity.
It is the essential tool of the college man or woman.

For Catalogue, address F. H . BURDETT, President

High

Portland, 53; South Lewiston, 14 5-6;.
Deering, 13%, Brattleboro, 11 1-3; E d
ward Little, 10; Waterville, 9; Mama
roneck, 8%; Leominster, 8 1-3; Crosby,
7%; W orcester North, 7 1-3; W orcester
South, 6 ; W orcester Commerce, 5 5-6;
W orcester Classical,
4;
Newburyport,
2 5-6; Camden, 2.

B u rd ett College

FO UNDED
in 1 8 7 9

15 6 STU A RT STREET, B O S T O N
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Tufts Frosh Lose
to Yearling Nine

men

Lose to Harvard and B. U.
Wentworth Game Friday
Magraw Allows Tufts
Freshmen
Three Hits in Seven Innings—
Team Better Defensively but
Poor in Hitting

BRAD

SPRING PLAY ROLE
GIVEN TO PINGREE

M c IN T IR E
1931 CLASS ADOPTS
NEW CONSTITUTION
(Continued from Page 3)

The Wildcat freshman nine scored
a 4-1 victory over Tufts freshmen on
Brackett field Friday afternoon. Ma
graw pitched the entire game which
lasted only seven innings, allowing
the Tufts men three hits.
In spite of adverse weather condi
tions making it difficult on the part
of the twirler to hurl the spheroid
over the plate, and still more difficult
for the men to make good hits, the
Frosh slid home for four tallies in
the second and third innings. Tufts
scored in the fourth frame, obtaining
position on first base by an error, ad
vancing to third on a clean hit and
home on a sacrifice. Coach Lundholm’s men showed a decided im
provement in hitting throughout the
freshmen defeated the New Hampshire
game.
On the following day the Harvard
freshmen nine at Cambridge, 6-2. The
regular lineup was used with minor
changes. Targonski toed the mound
during the entire game with Tower
on the receiving end. Brooks started
at first and was replaced in the sixth
by Paine. For New Hampshire, a
score was made off bat which was fo l
lowed by a home run by Tarule, who
sent the ball into the stands for a
clean hit. Harvard literally walked
away with the game in the fifth in
ning scoring five runs. The sixth
score was made in the latter part
of the game.
The Boston university freshmen
meted out a defeat to the Wildcat
freshmen on Brackett field, May 12.
The score was 9-3. The starting line
up was as follows: Paine, at first;
Koehler, at second; Biskaduros, short;
Cunningham, at third; Kropp, Arm 
strong, and Tarule, in the outfield.
Kopecki replaced Biskaduros in the
seventh
inning. Smith toed
the
mound for five innings giving B. U.
five hits. He had nine strike outs to
his credit. Magraw pitched the re
mainder of the game. Tower re
ceived for both men. New Hampshire
scored two runs in the sixth inning.
Kropp walker, Magraw hit a triple
and came in on a fly to right field by
Paine. The third tally was made in
the last frame by pinch hitters. The
B. U. freshmen scored as follows: an
error and two hits brought in two
runs in the fourth inning; in the fifth,
a hit, an error, and another hit scored
two more runs; in the sixth, two
doubles brought in the sixth run while
the seventh tally was made on a bunt
and a play. One run was scored in
the eighth frame, and the ninth score
was made on a hit and a wild pitched
ball in the last inning.

“ Perfect Alibi” to be Presented June
full not later than June 1, 1933, and
Third and Fourth and Also at
shall be turned over to the Trustees
Commencement on June
of the University of New Hampshire
Twelfth and Thirteenth
through the General Alumni Associa
Thomas Pingree, ’33, was recently tion to be held in trust, and the in
selected to play the role of Major terest of such to be used in payment
Hugh
Fothergill
in
Mask
and of a yearly 1931 Class Scholarship.
Dagger’s spring production, Milne’s The award of the yearly scholarship
The P erfect Alibi, which will be pre shall be in accord with the rules es
sented June third and fourth, and also tablished by the General Alumni A s
at Commencement on the nights of sociation and upon consideration of
June 12 and 13. Other important the recommendations of the Executive
parts are taken by Ruth Winterton, Committee of the Class.
Article 9. Reports to the Class.
’33, Edward Dawson, ’34, and Robert
A report to the class shall be pub
Ayers, ’32.
At a recent meeting of Mask and lished annually by the Secretary of
Dagger the following technical staff the Class, and shall contain a cor
was elected: Lawrence Prentice, ’32, rect list of addresses of the members
technical director; Roger Hunt, ’33, of the Class, the annual reports of
electrician; Kenneth Sawtelle, ’33, the Secretary and Treasurer, and gen
manager; and Carlo Lanzilli, ’32, mu eral information of interest to the
Class.
sical director.
Article 10. Meetings. Section 1.
A fter five weeks of rehearsing under
the direction of Professor William G. Meetings of the Class shall be called
Hennessy, coach of dramatics, the play by the President. Upon petition of
is taking on the polish o f a finished ten per cent, of the Class members,
the President shall be required to call
product.
Besides the four leading roles, the a meeting of the Class.
Section 2. A majority vote shall
cast includes Evelyn Huse, Priscilla
Glazier, Edward Haseltine, Norman be required for the approval of official
Randall, Francis Robinson and John class financial business and shall be
secured only by a mail ballot of the
Clarey.
entire membership of the Class.
Article 11. Amendments. A twoBROWN TO BE HOST
thirds vote of those members present
TO MODEL LEAGUE at any lawful meeting shall be nec
essary to incorporate amendments in
Next Year’s Meeting of New Eng to this Constitution.
land Student Organization,
Article 12. Adoption. This Con
Patterned After That at
stitution shall become effective upon
Geneva, to be Held
the approval of the members of the
at Providence
Class at a regular meeting of the
Class.
The New England Model League of
By-Laws
Nations, of which the University of
The freshmen only had four hits to
Section 1. By a majority vote, any
New Hampshire is a member, held a motion passed by the Class shall be their credit in this game. It is the
council meeting at Pembroke College,
incorporated into the By-Laws of the Wildcat mentor’s opinion that the
Providence, Saturday, May 2. It was
team is 75 per cent better defensively,
organization.
decided that the annual model assem
Section 2. The 1931 Class Memo but that there is little improv6ment
bly, to which the various New Eng
rial Scholarship Fund Committee shall in the offensive ability of the team.
land colleges send their delegates,
consist of twelve members, two of Hitting hasn’t improved to any de
would be held at Brown university on
Coach Lundholm is shifting
whom shall be the Class Secretary and gree.
March 4 and 5 of next year. This
the Class Treasurer, the remainder to his men around trying to find a hit
year, the four following members were
ting combination that will be adequate
be chosen by the Class President.
sent to Wellesley to represent this
to cope with the powerful clubs that
university: Albert C. Lazure of Ber
the frosh must contend with the re
lin, W. Carleton Young of Dover, as a whole to co-operate with heads mainder of the season.
Harry F. Lang of Colebrook and R. of the League committees and to con
Coach Lundholm’s starting lineup
Emmett Lynch of Manchester.
nect their work with that of the coun for the game against Wentworth next
At the recent council meeting Jean cil.
The office of chairman of a
Friday will be as follows: Paine at
ette Dickie of Mt. Holyoke, president committee on League procedure was
first; Philbrick, at second; Biskaduros,
elect of next year’s assembly, presided. created as the council felt that there
at short; Cunningham, at third; Ta
Other members of the council elected has been a need on the part of the
rule, Haphey, and Flannery in the
Saturday w ere: David Popper of Har delegates for more specific and de
outfield. Magraw or Targonski will
vard, vice-president, John Rae of tailed information as to the workings
hurl and Tower will receive. The
Brown, secretary-general, Alice A r of League machinery. A bulletin of
Wentworth aggregation meted out a
son of Pembroke, treasurer, Margaret each council meeting will be sent to
defeat to the Andover club recently
Scott of Smith, chairman o f commit all the colleges participating in the
by a large score. Andover is pow
tee on League procedure, and Mary New England Model assembly. The
erful, having a good battery combina
Losey of Wellesley, publicity manager. next council meeting will be held early
tion and exceptionally good hitters.
The vice-president will hereafter in the fall to appoint committee heads
To date they haven’t lost a game.
act as general agent of the council and to discuss agenda.
The freshmen will meet the Boston
College freshmen on the following day
in Boston. Coach Lundholm has sig
nified his intentions of taking four
pitchers on this trip.

Well balanced meals are what you need—
particularly during the spring months. The
choice of food at the University Cafeteria is
varied enough to satisfy the most discriminating
tastes.
Furthermore, at $6.00— a meal ticket pro
viding 7 breakfasts, 7 dinners, and 7 suppers can
be purchased. Or for $5.50—a $6.00 Cafeteria
ticket may be had.

The lineup fo r the St. Anselm’s
game, which will be on May 19, will
be practically the same as that for
the Wentworth game. St. Anselm’s
has a powerful club. It was the first
to defeat the fast Harvard junior
varsity which had not lost a game up
to then. The game will be played
here on Brackett field and promises
to be lively and interesting.

ALPHA CHI OMEGA ELECTS
COMING YE A R ’S OFFICERS

The University Dining Hall

Alpha Tau chapter of Alpha Chi
Omega has recently elected as presi
dent Natalie Ames, ’32.
Virginia
Thompson, ’33; Florence King, ’33;
Jean Nevin, ’32; and Anne Nash, ’33
were chosen for vice-president, re
cording secretary, corresponding sec
retary, and treasurer, respectively.

CHRISTIAN WORK
A deputation team consisting of
Anne Meader, Arthur Mitchell, Mary
Fernald, and Benjamin Andrew went
to the Universalist church in Notting
ham Sunday. The team conducted
the Mothers’ day service there.
A r
thur Mitchell gave a history of
Mothers’ day. Anne Meader gave the
children’s story and Benjamin An
drew spoke on “ The Meaning of
Mothers’ Day.”
Next Saturday and Sunday a depu
tation trip will be made to the Con
gregational churches of Andover and
East Andover.
The team will be
composed of Frances Robie, Conradine Bowen, Robert Griffith, Howard
Feindal, and Benjamin Andrew. The
team will have charge of a young
people’s social Saturday night in East
Andover and will also have charge
of the morning service there at 10.30
Sunday morning. They will conduct
an afternoon meeting in Andover at
3.15.
Another team from the University
will go to the Community church in
Newcastle Sunday evening.
This
team will consist of Thomas Day,
Joseph Ennis, Ruth Sloan and Izola
Prohaska.
Professor Robert Marshall, depart
ment of camping at Springfield col
lege, spoke at the sixth and last lec
ture in the camp leadership course
Monday afternoon in Murkland hall
on “ Understanding the Boy and Girl
Camper.” Mr. Marshall discussed the
reaction of children to typical camp
situations. From these observations
he said that the attempt is made to
find out what the child really is and
what he is trying to do in the way
of
expressing
his
life. Another
point he emphasized was the fact that
summer camp leaders were trying
to discover ways of dealing with chil
dren in the light of their behavior in
order that they may leave the sum
mer camp with a better understand
ing of themselves, of life about them,
and of their social relationships.
The campus Y. M. C. A. association
held its installation of officers Mon
day night. This was the first time
that any ceremonies have been used
at installation.
Wilbur Schurman
was installed as president, Robert
Griffiths as vice-president, Howard
Wheelock as secretary, and Richard
Scott as treasurer.
The following
men were installed as members of
the various committees: chairman of
freshman handbook, George Blan
chard; book exchange committee, Nor
man W right; freshman committee,
Howard Feindel; committee on liter
ature, Arnold Rhodes; committee on
world friendship, Wilfred Moran;
committee on music, John MacLellan;
committee on worship, Gunther Blombach; committee on publicity, Rich
ard Martin and Dixon Turcott; com
mittee on deputations, Arthur Mit
chell; committee on programs, Cedric
Witham; social committee, Barron
Rogers; committee on fellowship,
Thomas Day and Charles Pearson;
committee on finance, Henry Labelle;
committee on employment bureau,
Philip Chase.

Psi Lambda Holds
Twenty Students
1931 Elections
Visit Legislature
General Court Praised
By Professor Neserius
Political Intelligence of Women Mem
bers Noted by Visiting Students—
Believe Efficiency Decreased
by Size
Professor Philip G. Neserius of
the political science department, and
a group of 20 of his students visited
the New Hampshire legislature at
Concord during the last days of its
recent session. When Professor Nes
erius was asked on his return to give
his impressions of the legislature and
its personnel he stated that he was
very favorably impressed by this
body of men who guide the destinies
of the state. “ It is the best legisla
ture I have ever seen,” he said.
During his varied career, Profes
sor Neserius has visited many similar
legislative bodies, several of which
are those of Louisiana, Missouri,
Texas, Tennessee, Georgia, Oregon,
Washington, California, and Illinois.
He said that the one in California
compares the most favorably with the
one at Concord.
Professor Neserius stated that he
was very much impressed by the po
litical intelligence of the women mem
bers of the body. He noted especially
the unusual size of the group and be
lieved that a reduction by about onehalf would greatly benefit its efficien
cy. “ About 200 members would make
a model legislature,” he said.
In a recent interview Professor
Neserius also suggested that the state
of New Hampshire should extend the
gubernatorial term of office from two
to four years, inasmuch as the past
records of its various governors have
been unusual. “ New Hampshire has
had a wonderful array of governors.
It reflects back to the political in
telligence of the people of New Hamp
shire. I confidently believe that this
state has the material for good gov
ernors and that their term of office
should be lengthened to four years in
order to take full advantage of every
one. of them,” he said.

Home Economics Society
Chooses Future Officers

McKINNEY CHOSEN
TO EDIT GRANITE
Harvey Clark, John Holt, Elroy
Clark, Become Business Manager,
Advertising Manager, and
Junior Manager Respec
tively

Decide May 20 as Date for Annual
Banquet— Miss Louise Norton,
The staff of the 1933 Granite was
Supervisor of Home Economics
selected at a recent meeting of the
in New Hampshire, to Speak
1932 Granite board, held in the li
Psi Lambda, home economics or brary. Bartlett McKinney was chosen
ganization, elected officers for the editor-in-chief of the junior year book
coming year at the first meeting of to succeed Conrad Peterson. McKin
this term, held Monday, May 4, at ney comes from Berlin and is a mem
7.15, in the newly-constructed Home ber of Theta Chi social fraternity.
Practise house on Garrison avenue. He was also a member of the varsity
The officers elected were president, basketball squad during the winter
Vera Ford; vice-president, Natalie term.
Harvey A. Clark was made business
Ames;
secretary,
Mary
Casey;
manager;
Warren M. Pike, sales man
treasurer, Charlotte Scripture.
The members voted to gire an elec ager; John D. Holt, advertising
tric grill as a wedding present to Mrs. manager; Elroy G. Clark, junior
Louise Pillsbury Ross, who was fo r editor; Robert Hadley, men’s organi
merly president of Psi Lambda. They zations editor; John G. Gilman, Mil.also decided upon May 20 as the date Art editor; Edward J. Hanna, Jr.,
for the annual banquet to be given men’s athletics editor; Edna Whyte,
for the Psi Lambda members, and women’s managing editor; Marjorie
graduates now living in Durham or Eaton, class editor with Frances
teaching in nearby towns. The speaker Leighton as her assistant; Louise Has
will be Miss Louise Norton of Con kell, women’s organizations editor;
cord, who is supervisor of home eco Anne Nash, heeler editor; Dorothy
Kessler, faculty
editor;
Dorothy
nomics in New Hampshire.
A vote was taken upon the pres Crooks, photo editor with Dorothy
entation of the Psi Lambda cup, but Williams as her assistant; and Pris
no result was given out. The cup cilla Roberts, typist.
will be awarded at the last Convo
cation of the year.
Pauline Winer was appointed a
committee of one to decide with Miss
Cowles upon a present to be given to
the new Practise House by Psi
Lambda.
The following women students were
elected members:
Ruth
Sullivan,
Eileen Devereux, Marjorie Horton,
Elizabeth Egbert, Marion Cooke,
Conradine Bowen, Harriet Nutting,
Florence Bartlett, Ruth Hale, Flor
ence Woodward.

JUNIOR PROM CHAPERONES
ANNOUNCED BY COMMITTEE

The committee in charge of the
Junior Prom scheduled for a week
from tomorrow night announces that
the chaperones for the dance will be
President and Mrs. Edward M. Lew
is, Professor and Mrs. Thorsten V,
Kalijarvi, and Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
W. Christensen.
The formal affair will be held in
the men’s gymnasium.
Decorations
will be by the Brown company of
Portland; music, by Don Bigelow’s
BARRON ROGERS ELECTED
Park Central orchestra.
TO HEAD ALPHA K APPA PI
Tickets may be obtained at Gor
At a recent meeting of the Alpha man’s, the College shop, or at any of
Kappa Pi fraternity, officers for the the fraternity houses.
coming year were elected. Barron
Rogers, ’32, was chosen president of DOROTHY TARR, ’31, GIVEN
the fraternity to succeed Granville
SHOWER BY KAPPA DELTA
Shattuck.
Rogers is a member of
Blue Key and Mask and Dagger.
Monday evening, members of Kap
Waldrof Bartlett, ’32, was elected to pa Delta presented a linen shower to
PLEDGING NOTICE
serve as vice-president and Richard Dorothy Tarr, ’31, who is to be mar
Scott, ’32, and Orrien K. Reid, ’32, ried in June. The affair was held at
Kappa Delta takes pleasure in an
were elected as secretary and treas the home of Mrs. Bradford Mclnnouncing the pledging of Helen Mcurer respectively.
tire on Mill Road.
Egan, ’34.

STEPPING

INTO

A

MODERN

WORLD

Because of rain the beach party
which the girls of the Young Women’s
Christian association had planned for
last Monday evening will be 'held
next Monday.
The Y. W. C. A. cabinet has invited
Mrs. Harry Smith to meet with them
next Friday afternoon at 4.30 in the
Commons organization room and tell
them something of the present in
ternational situation and the proposed
1932 disarmament conference.
A life service retreat will be held
at Highland house May 23 and 24.
Miss Grace McConnaughey, secretary
for the American Board of Foreign
Missions, and Mr. Buell Gallagher,
representative of the Interseminary
movement, who will be the guests of
Christian Work on this occasion, will
speak and be available for confer
ences on all lines of Christian service
within the church.
The Community church student
group will hold its last meeting of
the year next Sunday evening. Stu
dents are asked to meet at the church
at 6.30 although the program will
probably be held in the open.
ANNUAL HOUSE DANCE HELD
BY SMITH HALL SATURDAY
The annual Smith hall formal
spring house dance was held Satur
day night, with music by the “ Soap
Chips.” Edith Walker was chairman
of the decoration committee, and she
carried out a Japanese effect.
The
porch was used for dancing and that
was lighted with Japanese lanterns.
Mrs. Marcia Sanders, Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Starke, and Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Leavitt were chaperones.
Elizabeth Melendy was chairman of
the committee for chaperones.
Music for the dance was secured by
Madeline Richardson, chairman of
the music committee. Barbara Cilley,
chairman of the refreshment commit
tee, had fruit punch, ices and fancy
cakes served.

The long arm of the telephone
operator — made longer
H ow to extend the operator’ s range five
fold? There’ s an example of the prob
lems put up to a telephone engineer.
This was part of a study in stepping
up the speed of service to distant points.
‘ ‘Long Distance” used to relay your call
to one or more other operators. N ow
she herself reaches the city you are call
ing, 30 or 300 or 3000 miles away.

Result: in five years the average time
needed to complete a long-distance con
nection has been cut from 7 minutes to
less than 2 minutes.
In this industry even long approved
methods are never considered beyond
improvement. For men of the right
aptitude, that viewpoint is a stimulating
challenge.
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